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Engine burn successful; Apollo heading home 
SPACE CENTER, Houston (API- 
Three American astronauts gave their 
stricken spaceship a burst of rocket 
power last night to hurry them home 
before their vital and already short 
supplies of water, oxygen and electricity 
run out. 
The rocket burst, borrowed from the 
prime engine of the little moon lander, 
will bring Apollo 13 crewmen James A. 
LoveU Jr., Fred W. Haise Jr. and Jack L 
Swigert Jr. to earth 10 hours earlier than 
planned. 
Ijttle more than one-and one-hall 
hours before the rocket firing, they 
emerged from their only pass behind the 
moon, their only close-up view of the 
surface they had hoped to explore. For 
almost 40 minutes, blocked from earth 
by the lunar surface, they were out of 
contact. 
When they came out   at 7:46 p.m. 
EST, they were on a return course of 
their abbreviated journey, heading for a 
splashdown in the Pacific Ocean about 
300 miles south-southeast of Samoa on 
Friday  at about 12:18 p.m  EST. 
Even the 10-hour saving is an ad- 
vantage to the weary, cover-all-clad 
astronauts. It saves 10 hours usage of 
water, oxygen and electricity 
They are being kept alive with limited 
supplies from the small moon landing 
craft, Aquarius, still attached to their 
command ship. 
The command ship Odyssey was 
essentially dead, its batteries waiting for 
use during re-entry and a 15-hour supply 
of oxygen stored in tanks. 
"Jimmy and Jack are in the upstairs 
bedroom taking a nap," Haise reported 
yesterday   afternoon   from   Aquarius, 
dimly lit to conserve power. 
"1 didn't know there was   any up- 
stairs." Mission Control said. 
In in unexplained comment from 
space, one of the astronauts was heard to 
say over the radio channel to Houston 
"I'm afraid this Is going to be the last 
moon mission (or a long time." 
The moon lander's engine is the only 
power plant available to them.    The 
Off-campus move 
may be blocked 
By Wayne Thomas 
HoUy Hutton 
Staff Reporters 
The University could legally block 
the off-campus move of Beta rheta Pi 
fraternity if so desired, Dr. Edward H. 
Ward, assistant to the vice-president of 
student affairs said yesterday. 
Ward added, however, that the 
University may be willing to allow the 
move to Valentine Apartments on an 
experimental basis. 
Because fraternity members plan to 
sign individual leases, there has been 
some question as to the extent of 
University control over Beta Theta Pi if 
the move becomes reality. 
"I would tend to agree that the 
students will not be under University 
jurisdiction," said Ward. 
John Lepp, assistant to President 
William T. Jerome, said that the Board of 
Trustees will decide on the issue at its 
next meeting to be held May 1. 
According to Lepp, the problem lies 
with the Greek Village plans, which 
would be disrupted if houses started 
moving off-campus on their own. This 
would go against the resolution which has 
been made that any fraternity moving 
off would have to move into the Greek 
Village. 
He said that the Greek Village is 
having trouble getting off the ground due 
to finiancial difficulties. He stated that 
the board must decide if Beta Theta Pi's 
move violates this resolution. 
When asked if the fraternity can 
legally rent these apartments as a group, 
safety service director Walter L. Zink 
stated "I don't know," and said that any 
action would depend upon reactions of 
people living in the area of the apart- 
ments. "We would probably get a lot of 
repercussions from the people in that 
area," he said. 
Zink also said he didn't know if any 
action will be taken to prevent the 
fraternity from moving in. 
Tim Smith, assistant dean of 
students, stated that "any group con- 
nected with the University will always be 
under certain      restrictions   or 
regulations," and said he didn't know if 
Beta Theta Pi would lose their charter if 
they moved off campus.  He said that if 
Nixon selects 
Northern judge 
for U.S. Court 
WASHINGTON (AP (Judge Harry 
A. Blackmun of Minnesota was named 
yesterday by President Nixon to fill the 
much fought -over Supreme Court 
vacancy which is now nearly a year old. 
The appointment,  announced by 
presidential press secretary Ronald L. 
Ziegler some hours after it had become 
known unofficially, is Nixon's third effort 
to fill the long-vacant seat. 
Earlier, two Southern jurists were 
denied confirmation by the Senate. And 
after his second rebuff last week Nixon 
said he would not name another 
Southerner in his quest for a so-called 
strict constructionist but would look 
elsewhere for a conservative nominee 
because he believes the present Senate 
will not accept a Southerner. Several 
senators denied this. 
Ziegler told reporters the 61-year-old 
member of the 8th U.S. Court of Appeals 
was selected from a group of six 
possibilities. The Press secretary said 
.that in contrast to the procedure on the 
two earlier appointments the President 
conferred in person with Blackmun 
before nominating him. 
Ziegler continued: 
"The President said be was highly 
Impressed with Judge Blackmun's 
personal qualities and that he was highly 
impressed when he studied the judicial 
record. 
this happened the fraternity would no 
longer be represented on inter-fraternity 
council, will no longer be recognized by 
the University and will not be permitted 
to function or exist on campus. 
"It's going to become an interesting 
legal question," said Bowling Green's 
mayor F. Gus Skibbie , who declined to 
make any further comment until he spoke 
with city solicitor C. Richard Marsh, who 
is out of town until Thursday. 
Most houses contacted yesterday 
were content to remain on campus for a 
year and see what happens with the Beta 
Theta Pi move. 
Dave Harvath, president of Sigma 
Chi said he felt the move was "a 
necessary thing" and that "something 
had to come about sooner or later." 
He believed that the rest of the 
houses should stay on campus for at least 
one year until the results of the move can 
be analyzed. He implied that Timothy 
Smith, assistant dean of students and 
advisor to the Inter-fraternity Council, 
advised all fraternities to wait for at least 
one year. 
Tom Glennon, senior representative 
to IFC from Sigma Nu, stated "We're 
really In no hurry to try this." 
JOHN SWIGERT, right, the. backup crewman who 
stepped in as the command module pilot on the Apollo 13 
mission, prepares for the flight which has now resulted in 
Attoclolad Pr»«i Wlr»pholo 
crisis with Tom Mattlngly. the man he replaced. Mat- 
Ungly was unable to make the flight because of his ex- 
posure to German measles. 
Cites negligence, apathy 
Thatch won't run again 
By Jim Marino 
News Editor 
In a surprise announcement 
yesterday, Student Body President Greg 
Thatch said he will not seek re-election to 
office May S. 
Greg Thatch 
Thatch, expressing dismay at 
Council's apparent failure this year to 
operate successfully because of an 
"overly-structured, bureaucratic 
system," said he would continue next 
year to work on student needs outside 
Student Council 
"We've had our share of successes 
this year," Thatch said, "but until we all 
come to realize that we can best work as 
one body under a University Community 
Council concept, our achievements will 
remain limited." 
Thatch, who took office late last year 
after series of events rocked former 
Student Body President Bob Michalski 
from his post, will serve out his present 
term. 
"This move will allow me more time 
to concentrate on my personal life, 
grades, and what I'm going to do with my 
future," he said. 
He divided the blame for inactivity 
between Council, which he said is 
inherently restricted to acting only in an 
advisory capacity, and an apathetic 
student body where "students refuse to 
rally behind any cause." 
"In our present structure we have 
committees  doing  all  the  work  and 
Council, in general, doing nothing," 
Thatch said. 
"This present system of governance 
cannot survive" he stated. 
Thatch hoped before he left office 
Council would take a definitive stand 
supporting a University Community 
Council, where students and faculty 
together would propose and pass 
legislation. 
"Acting as one force, we'll be able to 
get things done and not have to contend 
with the politicing and struggling for 
influence which goes on between Council 
and a number of faculty and ad- 
ministrative boards and committees," he 
said. 
Thatch said under the present 
system of University governanace, 
Council is only winning some of the 
battles. He said there was great ad- 
ministrative red tape involved in getting 
action on an issue. 
"Under a Community Council we 
could forget about all the little battles, 
and all of us could work together in 
fighting the larger war-our mutual 
goals," Thatch said. 
Among the administrative ac- 
complishments Thatch cited were: 
Town Roundtable disbands; 
blame on lack of affendance 
By Rich Bergeman 
Staff Reporter 
Town and Student Roundtable, 
organized in 1968 amid high hopes and 
loud praise for its purpose, has been 
disbanded because of poor attendance 
from its student members. 
"The decision to cancel the remaining 
meetings was made reluctantly," Robert 
Baron, roundtable chairman, wrote in an 
April 10 letter to all members. 
"Maybe I'm at fault," the area 
businessman reflected yesterday. 
"Maybe I didn't pick the right people to 
participate. But you never know. You 
only know that you've been un- 
successful." 
Although several townspeople were at 
fault also. Baron said,     "far greater 
percentage of townspeople attended ihan 
students." 
He said he had no way of knowing 
which students would have been best for 
the discussion group, and could only 
select officers of organizations and 
volunteers. 
He thought they would be the most 
interested in hashing-out town and 
student difficulties. 
A graduate of Bowling Green himself. 
Baron was less criticial of the students 
than he was dissappointed. 
"Students, and not just these students, 
but students in general," he said, "seem 
to be gung-ho for a while and then back 
off quickly. I've notices the same thing 
with the teach-in on campus this month." 
The group went very well last year. 
Baron commented. He had 100 per cent 
attendance from the students for at least 
two meetings. 
"But, I don't believe we've ever had 
more than 10 student members out of a 
possible 15 present this year," he added. 
Although it may not have seemed 
immediately apparent, the chairman 
remarked, a lot of time and effort was 
involved in organizing the meetings- 
from both himself and others. 
"And when you can't get the presence 
of the members, it's wasted," he said. 
Despite the fact that he has become 
disillusioned with it, Baron hopes some 
other organization will sponsor the 
roundtable. 
"I still think the basic idea of students 
and townspeople getting together to talk 
about things that concern both of them is 
a good one," he said. 
GETTING a student on the Board of 
Trustees with the power to suggest 
agenda items and to voice student views. 
The student does not have a vote, 
however, Thatch explained. 
STRAIGHTENING out a rapport 
problem with landlords in relation to off- 
campus student housing. 
ESTABLISHING new and more 
responsive lines of communications with 
members of The Board of Trustees. 
INSTITUTING the most complete 
professor-course evaluation study, yet. 
GAINING the respect of many 
decision-makers on the administrative 
level. 
ACHIEVING a voice on the 
Academic Affairs Board. 
Before Thatch leaves, he said he 
would institute a program for on-campus 
students who desire to use their cafeteria 
meal ticket on a part-time only basis. He 
hopes a Council statement on this matter 
will occur soon. 
Thatch said no student should 
consider the present set-up of 
University governance as precious. 
"We have to forget about our in- 
dividual confines of autonomy and think 
of the larger good," he said. 
Thatch said some administrative and 
faculty organizations were considering 
bringing in students for consultation or 
institute students with a vote on their 
boards. 
"But we need more than this," 
Thatch emphasized, 
"There are needs in this University 
that only a student can explain and vote 
upon. An administrative or a faculty 
member acting in our place does us no 
good," he said. 
"I have firmly held that students 
must take more of the role of decision- 
maker here, and I hope whoever 
becomes Student Body President after 
me understands this and keeps it con- 
stantly in mind," he said. 
Thatch cautioned against acting out 
of emotion or over-reaction when 
changes appear slow. 
"I think we've proven this year that a 
factual presentation of the facts, and a 
set of priorities for what must be done to 
aid the students has resulted in many 
concessions and favorable decisions by 
the Administration," he said. 
"But we still have a long way to go." 
rocket firing last night left some 
propellant in the descent engine should it 
be needed later to align the ship as it 
nears the earth's atmosphere. 
Officials said the astronauts had 
enough oxygen, water and power, but 
just "barely" enough to survive the 
problems that started with an eruption in 
pressurized fuel tanks Monday night. 
The crippled craft, officials said, has 
a water supply that will last about 12 
hours longer than it will take to get the 
men home It has electrical power to last 
about28 hours longer and oxygen to last 
about 50 hours longer than the homeward 
voyage. 
Water, as much as oxygen, was the 
key survival. And water was in the 
shortest supply. It is the prime coolant In 
the spacecraft. It alone keeps the cabin 
air temperature livable. It alone cools 
the closely packed electronic systems 
that would otherwise overheat and break 
down. 
To conserve water the astronauts 
were ordered to cut off as manv of the 
electricial systems as possible To con- 
serve oxygen they were told to move 
around as little as possible to keep 
breathing at a lower rate. 
The astronauts must keep their 
command ship docked to Aquarius until 
only minutes before plunging into the 
earth's atmosphere on Friday. Then 
they'll jettison the small craft ami ride to 
earth breathing only the oxygen left In 
the cabin of the command ship. 
Odyssey, a sister ship to the com- 
mand modules which four times 
previously have carried man to moon 
orbit and back was disabled suddenly 
and without warning Monday night. 
Astronauts LoveU, Haise and Swigert 
had just completed a routine telecast 
from space when power suddenly 
dropped gas began venting un- 
controllably into space and the ship 
gyrated. 
"Hey, we've got a problem here," 
said LoveU, and the most perilous hours 
in the American space program had 
begun. 
The Apollo 13 commander, a veteran 
of three previous space-flights, said the 
spacecraft experienced a "bang," 
followed by caution and warning lights. 
He said gas was venting into space and 
oxygen readings on one tank fell steadily 
to zero. 
The precise cause of the problem 
remained a mystery. Theories ranged 
from a collision with a meteor to an 
explosion of undetermined origin. 
Whether the cause ever could be known 
with certainty remained In doubt since 
the service module where it occurred 
will have to be left In space. 
When alerted by LoveU, Mission 
Control immediately began reading 
instructions to the spacecraft and within 
minutes flight controllers made the 
chilling  annoncement: 
The command ship had only 15 
minutes af electrical power left. 
The astronauts quickly opened the 
tunnel through the nose of the command 
ship into the attached moon lander. They 
began siphoning oxygen from the small 
ship, which until the emergency was 
destined to make man's third moon 
landing Wednesday night. 
Within hours, officials announced 
that the situation, though still critical, 
was stabilized and that the astronauts 
would attempt to limp home on the 
limited supplies from the lunar lander. 
After trouble struck, ApoUo 13 was 
thrown at one point into wild gyrations by 
the venting of gas from the ruptured 
oxygen tank. It took almost half an hour 
to bring the spacecraft fully under 
control. 
Christopher C. Kraft, deputy director 
of the space center and long-time flight 
director, said then, "If the situation 
remains stabilized there is no question 
that we can bring them back to earth 
safely." 
The astronauts fired Aquarius' 
descent engine for 30 seconds early 
Tuesday to put them on a course that 
eventually would bring them home, but 
first would take them on the arc around 
the moon. 
Officials said it was safer and 
cheaper in terms of power for the ship to 
loop the moon in tlutt fashion rather than 
try to turn around and head straight back 
to earth. The effect of lunar gravity 
would help whip the spacemen home. 
Without that Aquarius rocket engine, 
LoveU, Haise and Swigert would have 
been lost forever in space. 
But there still will be some harried 
moments before the re-entry of Apollo 13 
and splashdown in the Pacific.Some time 
before re-entry, the pilots will have to 
crawl back into the disabled command 
module to jettison the moon-lander. 
Using batteries stored in the command 
module, they must position the ship for 
re-entry into the earth's atmosphere. 
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fee march 
A march on the state capitol is slated for this weekend 
to show those in government that students are tired of 
having their fees raised whenever a financial squeeze hits 
the state educational institutions. 
The march is scheduled to leave the Union Oval at Ohio 
State University at 12:15 p.m. Saturday to parade to the 
State House. Speakers and discussions have been planned 
for the remainder of the afternoon both at the State House 
and OSU. 
Ohio has been notoriously cheap when appropriating 
money for higher education. For the sake of lower taxes to 
attract industry from outside the state, students and their 
parents find themselves getting  poorer while the  cor- 
.   porations are getting richer. 
Yet the businesses which are presently able to shirk 
paying their fair share to support state Institutions due to 
the tax laws are the same businesses that benefit from the 
trained labor force produced by these institutions. 
Last year, student opposition was instrumental in 
blocking the Board of Regents' fee increase proposals, as 
well as causing Governor Rhodes to reconsider his Ill- 
conceived "Plan for the 70's" concerning state higher 
education. 
Continuing expression of student opinion will insure 
that student views are given more serious consideration in 
the formulation of future educational programs and 
policies in the state. 
A needed change may be in the political winds. At least 
one candidate for governor, Roger Cloud, has expressed a 
desire to increase funding of education through more state 
appropriations, rather than fee increases. 
Also, if eighteen year-olds are eventually given the 
vote, the students will have a more substantial tool for 
changing educational policies than staging marches and 
rallies. 
Our governor contends that in Ohio, profit is not a dirty 
word. We believe it Is, to the extent that a larqer share of 
industrial profit should be channeled toward educating the 
people who support these industries as employees and 
consumers. 
opinion 
what did you say, lady? 
By Richard Price 
Assistant Editorial Editor 
Mrs. John Mitchell's recent rash of 
bad language must have everybody on 
Capitol Hill shaking. 
The wife of Attorney General John 
Mitchell has built up quite a vocabulary 
of four-letter words (as well as 
questionable words of five, six and seven 
letters) and is quickly becoming one of 
the most outspoken critics-on 
everything-in Washington. 
Only reluctantly avowing any 
knowledge of her actions, Mrs. Mitchell 
has been telephoning assorted public 
figures, berating them for widespread 
oppositon to the now-defeated Supreme 
Court nominee, G. I la rr old and, sickened 
by her verbal barrage of badmouthing, 
the listeners usually self-destruct inside 
of five minutes. 
She has even comptemplated 
telephoning her favorit adversary, J. 
William Fulbright. If she were to make 
the call, the conversation might go 
something like this: 
MRS. MITCHELL: Well, beep-it all. 
Bill, you've gone and done it again! Do 
you know what you did you beep? You 
voted against Carswell, that's what. 
When my husband hears about that, he's 
going to get pretty beep mad, and he's 
liable to come over and bash your beep 
head in with a beep-beep baseball bat! 
FULBRIGHT: But, Mrs. Mitchell, 
I.... 
MRS. MITCHELL: Don't interrupt 
me, you beep! I'm trying to talk. Now as 
I was saying... 
FULBRIGHT. Really, Mrs. Mit- 
chell. Such language! Naughty, naughty, 
Mrs. Mitchell. 
MRS. MITCELL: Look, you beep. 
I'm very busy, and I don't have much 
time to beep-beep with you. 
FULBRIGHT. Mrs. Mitchell, I don't 
have to listen to this kind of talk. 
MRS. MITCHEIX: Listen here, you 
beep. I wouldn't have to listen to it either 
if you'd shut your beep mouth and let me 
finish. I Just wanted to let you know what 
a beep I think you are for voting down 
Carswell. This is the second time that 
beeping Senate of yours has made a fool 
out of itself. 
FULBRIGHT: Really, Mrs. Mit- 
chell. I think this has gone far enogh. I... 
MRS. MITCHELL: Beep-it, I'm 
getting sick and tired of your drivel. Just 
shut the beep-up. 
FULBRIGHT: Mrs. Mitchell, it's not 
that I simply want to tell you you're a 
warm, gracious, and concerned citizen. 
but quite frankly I... 
MRS. MITCHELL,: That's enough of 
your beeping insults. I don't have to 
listen to this, you know. 
FULBRIGHT: Why don't you hang 
up? 
MRS. MITCHELL: Sure, you'd like 
to get rid of me. You, Just hate me, you 
beep. 
FULBRIGHT: I'm going to hang up, 
Mrs. Mitchell. 
MRS. MITCHELL: And I'm telling 
you that if you reject one more of my 
husband's nominees to the Supreme 
Court, I'm personally going to go on 
television and tell the whole world what a 
beeping beep- you are... 
FULBRIGHT: Good-bye, Mrs. 
Mitchell. 
MRS. MITCHELL: What! You cant 
hang up on me, you beep! Well, beep! Of 
all the nerve! Beep, beep, beep-it. 
Oh   well... 
news Lerrers 
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The citizens of Bowling Green are missing a splendid 
opportunity to put their little town on the map. 
President Nixon, in his never-ending search for a 
Supreme Court nominee with views similar to his own, is 
again on the lookout for a strict constructions. 
All the citizens have to do is notify the President about 
local judges Dunipace and Coller. As strict con 
structionists and all-around non-liberals, either could 
easily be nominated. 
Besides, Bowling Green would then be rid of at least one 
mediocre judge. 
, all  
the editor and your opinion columns. 
Due to our desire to bring you the 
large.! cross-section of view, and 
opinion., however, we a.k that letters be 
no more than 300 word., typewritten, and 
columns be a maximum of four 
typewritten page., triple-spaced. 
We maintain the right to edit all 
material, which exceed those limits, and 
to edit with reaped to the law. of libel 
and good ta.te. 
All letter, and columns submitted to 
The New. become the property of The 
New. and cannot be returned. 
Material, should be addressed to The 
BG New., Editorial Editor, 106 
University Hall. 
our man Hoppe 
welcome to the electorate 
By Arthur Hoppe 
National Columnist 
It looks as though 18-year -olds may 
get the vote. No one was more excited 
about the prospect than Irwin. 
"Just wait, man," Irwin frowningly 
told his father. "We young people will 
throw out all the bums you elected and 
build a better society." 
"That's fine, son," said his father, 
obviously pleased. "Welcome into our 
democratic electorate." 
Irwin was surprised. "You mean 
you don't mind giving us the vote?" 
"Mind? I'm delighted," said his 
father, puffing on his pipe. "We need 
your enthusiasm, your Idealism, your 
fresh ideas.    How are you going  to 
register?" 
"Register?" asked Irwin 
suspiciously. 
"I mean will you be a Democrat or a 
Republican?" 
"Never!" Irwin struck an indignant 
pose. "They're both just a bunch of 
political hacks who stage rigged con- 
ventions. That's the trouble with your 
generation. You're trapped in a rotten 
system. We'll vote instead for the man, 
not the party." 
"Good for you son. I just hope you 
don't feel guilty about it afterward." 
"Guilty?" 
"Well, if you don't register, you can't 
vote in the primaries. And you may feel 
guilty not helping select the best man to 
run for the office." 
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"I hadn't thought of that." Irwin 
scratched his head. "I guess maybe 111 
register as a Democrat. They're more 
liberal, aren't they?" 
"Up North they are. Generally, 
they're for big Government, more 
controls and peace-although they 
somehow always to get us in a war 
somewhere." 
"Hold on!" said Irwin, alarmed. 
"I'm  against  big  Government,  more 
controls and war.    I'll register as a 
Republican.     They're   against  big 
Government, aren't they?" 
"That's right, son. They're for big 
business, less controls and prosperity- 
although they somehow seem to get us in 
a depression. Personally, I had a hard 
time choosing between Humphrey and 
Nixon in '68." 
"It'll be different in the future, 
man," said Irwin bravely. "Who does it 
look like in '72?" 
"Nixon and Humphrey, son. But if 
you feel guilty voting for one or the other, 
just keep in mind that your vote wont 
count." 
"What do you mean, my vote wont 
count?" 
"No national election is ever decided 
by a single vote, son. It's tempting to 
stay home sometimes. But you'd feel 
terribly guilty not exercising your 
democratic right-especially seeing 
you'll be responsible for the condition our 
society's in." 
"Now wait a minute," said Irwin 
nervously. "I'm not responsible for all 
that's wrong with this country." 
"As a voter," said his father smugly, 
"you'll be just as responsible as I am. 
And just as guilty." 
"The whole thing's a plot to burden 
us with your guilt feelings," said Irwin 
angrily. "I'm not a bit surprised you 
were willing to give us the vote." 
"The only thing that surprised me," 
said his father, nodding happily, "is that 
you were willing to take it." 
When you have a problem you seek a 
specialist-right? A specialist is someone 
who knows everything there is to know 
about some one thing. In the evidence 
around us we must have the wrong 
specialist because things sure are a 
mess. 
Then why haven't we found him? The 
reason lies in that we don't know who he 
is, and if we did, we wouldn't listen to him 
anyway. Just as when man laughed and 
mocked at the Wright Brothers' 
foolishness for claiming they could fly. 
People just wouldn't listen to what 
they had to say, and yet these brothers 
lifted the future. We don't know who the 
specialist is because of many in- 
stitutionalised do's and don'ts to 
achieving his Identity. 
As I look around me today, problems 
not only lie external the individual, but 
also internal. The classrooms are all 
filled with purposeless lives, and the 
downtown bars with the lonely. People 
are lonely because they build walls in 
stead of bridges. 
If they only knew the specialist who 
has the know how to build that bridge. 
Again we can't recognize him because 
the worldly mud is so thick that we're all 
bogged down in doctrines, social affairs, 
and just plain complexity. This was my 
life. I was living it aimlessly and so full 
of loneliness. My life was sinking fast 
from the weight of unanswered 
problems. 
Then it happened, I met him, The 
specialist, the one who could bridge my 
loneliness and the problems of the en- 
vironment in and around me. I met him 
in a personal way, and in my heart. 
Not through any action I performed, 
or through any doctrinated institution, 
but by an invitation he gave me and 
everyone else. 
"Behold I stand at the door of your 
life and knock; if anyone hears my voice 
and opens the door, I will come in to 
him." He further claims his authority 
and greatness saying, "I came that they 
might have life, and might have it 
abundantly." 
He even describes specifically the 
answer to our environment problem; "I 
am the vine, you are the branches; he 
who abides in me, and I in him, he bears 
much fruit, but apart from me you can do 
nothing." 
Don't be like the Wright Brothers 
laughers -give him a try. Jesus is the 
•bridge over troubled waters' -He's the 
way to God and the answers in your life. 
It really is so simple to know Him. 
DaveSchaeffer 
434Compton 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
question 
for learned 
I have been on this campus for over two 
and a half years, but I would like to ad- 
dress my question to the more learned 
people found here. 
How can one male get to know one 
honest and sincere female without 
having  to put on a facade? 
John Barkoot 
233Compton 
a transmission from the past 
By Ken McCall 
Student Column 
These thoughts, gentle reader, are a 
communication from the oceanic, 
timeless past-last week. Only last week 
did I sit down one night to compose this 
message hoping to break the spell of 
unreality that "Part Four" of Nabokov's 
"Ada" had cast. 
That night is now gone-not just seven 
days gone, but gone completely from the 
domain of time. The spell, however, did 
not leave, and still hovers over these 
words. But let us begin at the beginning. 
There is no Future. Pardon my 
dogmatism, but this fact strikes me hard 
at times. Often I And myself slipping into 
a sort of drowsy fatalism, that foot- 
shuffling existence in which you absently 
move your feet, never realizing that your 
feet are moving you. 
"Then, suddenly, I wake up and, 
surprised, find myself in control of my 
life (never mind what makes an "I" or 
what causes it to act; regardless of 
whether the "I" is, in turn, controlled, its 
actions control its life.) 
I blink, look around, and find-that 
there is no inexorable future which is 
lying in ambush just an instant away. No, 
there are only possible combinations of 
different conditions in the Present, which 
may react in the Present, to form a new 
Present. 
This new Present will. In turn, have 
an infinite number of conditions which 
will combine for the next, and so on. This 
progression is saved from inevitability 
I pre-destination) by living organisms- 
little bundles of independent energy, 
each moving in  its own reality  or 
Present. 
These bundles of energy) you and 
me) may by chance share the same 
Present, but only temporarily. Now the 
determinist will strike, claiming that 
behavior, too, is a result of a progression 
of forces. However, although behavior is 
obviously shaped to some extent by 
conditions of the environment, it is not at 
all obvious that it is absolutely deter- 
mined. 
Thus (flourish) you and I, gentle 
reader, as discrete bundles of energy 
have the ability to effect coming 
Presents. You and I have the tremen- 
dous power to shape coming events, not 
only in our realities, but also in those of 
others. 
We, as parts of the Present, can 
effect the "Future", those who do not 
exercise their energy live as slaves to 
those who do. But we have all read too 
much about apathy. End of digression. 
So there is no Future, only Past and 
Present. The Past (or rather the Pasts 
of each energy bundle) however, no 
longer exists. The Present, when it 
becomes the Past, evaporates, leaving 
only momentos and memories which 
exist only as we perceive them in the 
Present. 
So there is no Past (if we take "is" to 
mean "exists".)  We can only say that 
there  were   Presents  whose  places 
wereiand are) continually usurped by 
newer Presents. 
But (this is the curse of Nabokov's 
spell) when and what is the Present' If it 
is continually being formed out of "old" 
Presents and then whizzing into the Past, 
it must be an instant of "zero duration". 
If it is always changing, it must be in- 
finitely short. 
As you turn to a friend to comment 
upon the quality of newspaper articles 
these days, as you are talking, when is 
the Present? it when your brain first 
conceives the words? It takes time for 
your larnyx and mouth to form them. Is 
it when you say the words? 
But your words instantly enter the 
Past (which does not exist) and it takes 
time for your friend to perceive your 
meaning. So he is hearing things which 
you are no longer saying. Thus, you and 
your friend are not in the same Present. 
But forget about him, when  are you? 
As you turn your head back to the 
paper, there is a separate Present for 
each infinately small fraction of each 
degree of angle you turn. Again, it takes 
time for your brain to "feel" the 
movement, so your brain is not in the 
same Present with your body. 
Indeed, the "true" Present is too 
short for us too notice. Instead, we 
perceive "a rich smudge" of memory 
images which follow the Present like the 
tail of a comet. These memory images of 
past Presents are what w» perceive as 
"now" and they continually fade before 
new clumps of images. 
All right, my question is: If there is 
no Future, and if the Past does not exist 
except as we recall it in the Present, and 
if the Present is so short that we can only 
experience the memory of it, then just 
where are we? 
Do we, in fact, live in the Past? If we 
do, "now" is an nonexistent as that night 
a week ago. 
Surely, we can remember more 
about "now", but it is as gone as last 
week or last summer or any former 
Present.  So where does that leave us? 
Under the spell. 
Inquest papers 
held by judge 
BOSTON (AP)-A federal 
judge yesterday issued a 
temporary injunction barring 
distribution to news media, 
scheduled today of the tran- 
script and judge's report on 
the inquest into the death of 
Mary Jo Kopechne. 
Judge Andrew A. Caffrey 
acted in U.S. District Court a 
few minutes after the 1 p.m. 
deadline he set for filing of 
briefs in the suit by a 
professional court 
stemographer. 
The stenographer, Sidney 
R. Lipman, contended that he 
has sole right to reproduce 
and sell copies of the 764-page 
transcript and that plans of 
the clerk of Suffolk Superior 
Basing begiis 
in Florida area 
BRADENTON, Fla. (API- 
Yellow school buses tran- 
sported black and white 
children to their new 
classrooms yesterday 
Manatee County as officials 
implemented the 
desegregation plan blocked 
last week by Gov. Claude 
Kirk. 
Some 2,600 of the county's 
17,000 public school pupils 
were sent to new schools to 
provide the 80-20 black-white 
ration ordered by a U.S. 
district judge. 
House votes 
pay raise for 
federal staff 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 6 
per cent pay raise for federal 
employees, surviving an effort 
to cut out congressional 
employees, passed the House 
yesterday and went to 
President Nixon. 
The $2.6 billion annual pay 
boost for 5.6 billion employees, 
including servicemen, 
covered the first part of an 
agreement reached between 
postal unions and the Nixon 
administration in the wake of 
the country's first nationwide 
postal strike. 
The second part of the 
agreement, an additional 8 per 
cent pay increase for postal 
employees in July tied to 
postal reform, was to be sent 
to Congress by union- 
administration     negotiators. 
Court to issue the documents 
today would harm him 
financially 
There was no immediate 
indication when Judge Caffrey 
would hold further hearings on 
Lipman's move. 
The Superior Court Clerk, 
Edward V. Keting, had con- 
tracted with Xerox Corp. to 
reproduce the documents. 
Caffrey celled the unusual 
Monday night session to hear 
testimony from Mat. Atty. 
Edmund Dinis on the terms of 
the contract he made with 
Lipman to transcribe the 
inquest proce dings last 
January. 
It was Dinis who 
requested the inquest into the 
death of Miss Kopechne, a 28- 
y ear-old Washington 
secretary found dead in Sen. 
Edward M Kennedy's car 
after it plunged off a bridge 
into a tidal pond on Cha- 
ppaquiddick Island last July 
18. 
A MOUSE named Mlgory ana a oaby boa It tried to eat 
were brought to a nose-to-nose confrontation by handlers 
at the Coral Reef pet store In Dayton the day before Saby 
Boa died of his wounds. Mighty was supposed to be a baa 
Ai.ociot.d Pr«»ft Wlr»ph«lo 
meal and was put in the cage for overnight gulping. Next 
morning, keepers found Mighty munching on a 2'j" gash 
In the boa. Vet put six stitches In snake but It died 
Tuesday. 
Apollo families try to remain calm 
SPACE CENTER, Houston 
(AP) - With the crippled 
Apollo 13 speeding homeward 
from its aborted moon 
mission, Marilyn I x) veil and 
Mary Haise tried to appear as 
calm as their astronaut 
husbands. 
Both wives kept their older 
children home from school 
yesterday although Jeffrey 
Lovell, 4, youngest son of 
flight commander James A. 
Lovell Jr., was hustled off to 
nursery classes. 
The families monitored 
flight communications on 
NASA squawkboxes and tuned 
in television newscasts. 
A NASA public affairs 
officer said Mrs. Haise, ex- 
pecting her fourth child in 
June, "is full of confidence in 
the men at Mission Control as 
well as the crew." 
Her husband, Fred W. 
Haise Jr., was to have been 
the sixth American to stroll 
the lunar surface. 
At Denver, Colo., the 
parents of command module 
pilot John L. Swigert, a 
bachelor said they were 
"worried" and "stunned" by 
the sudden power failure that 
cancelled the moon landing 
and endangered the lives of 
the crew. 
Regents check sites 
for Kent State branch 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The Ohio Board of Regents 
tomorrow will check sites for a new Kent State University 
branch and mark the centennial of the University of Akron by 
meeting there Friday. 
Thursday the board will hold a hearing at the Agriculture 
Research Center in Wooster to hear arguments on sites 
proposed for Kent State's Orville-Wadsworth branch. The 
hearing is scheduled for 1:30 pjn. 
Both communities are vying for the new campus and have 
offered land for it. Following the hearing, the board will tour the 
two cities. No decision is expected until May or June. 
Topping the agenda of Friday's meeting will be fee increases 
proposed for the University of Cincinnati, Wright State 
University, Central State University, and the North Central 
Ohio Technical School. 
Regents will also consider new degree and associate degree- 
granting programs at Cleveland State University, the 
University of Akron, the Technical Institute of Northwest Ohio, 
the North Central Ohio Technical Institute, Tri-county 
Technical Institute, and Clark County Technical Institute. 
The Akron meeting will be held at 9:30 a.m. in the University 





A NASA spokesman said 
the couple, Dr. and Mrs. J. 
U'onard Swigert, "are taking 
it very well." 
A steady stream of friends, 
neighbors and  Apollo wives 
flowed to the Lovell and Haise 
homes yesterday, bringing 
food, flowers and 
reassurance. 
Mrs. I xivell said she would 
remain at home all day.  She 
reported earlier, "I'm not 
saying another word until Jim 
gets back home." 
Mrs. Haise busied herself 
about the house, NASA said, 
"to keep her mind  off the 
situation." The spokesman 
said she was less tense than 
Monday night. 
With her at home were the 
three children: Frederick, 11,. 
Stephen, 8, and Mary, 14. 
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Army questions Medina 
ATLANTA, Ga. - An Army investigator questioned Capt. 
Ernest L. Medina yesterday concerning the alleged massacre at 
My Lai in 1968. 
Medina, 33, was commander of an infantry company at the 
time of a raid on the Vietnamese village in March 1968. He Is 
charged with responsibility for all civilian slayings which oc- 
curred during the attack. 
He told newsmen earlier that he is accused in the slaying of 
at least 175 persons, although the Army did not announce the 
numberx 
SALT talks to resume 
VIENNA - Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir 
Semonov arrived yesterday for the resumption of the strategic 
arms limitation talks with the United States. He said the 
Kremlin had instructed his delegation "to conduct negotiations 
in a factual and constructive manner." 
Gerard Smith and his U.S. delegation arrive tonight. They 
stopped in Brussels today to talk with the NATO representatives 
of the other members of the North Atlantic alliance. 
Army names staff chief 
WASHINGTON - Adm. Thomas H. Moorer. chief of naval 
operations, will become the new chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. Pentagon sources said yesterday. 
At the same time, it was reported that Vice Adm. Elmo 
Zumwalt. commander of naval forces In Vietnam, will be 
elevated to chief of naval operations. 
Moorer will replace Army Gen. Earle G. Wheeler who is due 
to retire in early July after a record six years as head of the 
panel of military chiefs which advise the President and the 
secretary of defense on strategy and policy. 
Selection of an admiral for the top U.S. military post breaks a 
string of three joint chairmanships held by Army generals. 
Preceding Wheeler were Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor and Gen. 
1 .> m.iii I«mnitzer, both now retired. 
Trial of Navy seamen 
begins in Washington 
Ships await Apollo 73 splash 
ABOARD USS IWO JIMA 
(AP)-"We are ready," said 
the commander of the Apollo 
13 recovery ship Iwo Jima 
cruising the Pacific when he 
learned of the crisis in space 
Monday night. 
The news meant this 
helicopter carrier was 
assigned to pluck, astronauts 
James A. Lovell Jr., Fred W. 
Haise Jr., and John L. Swigert 
Jr., Friday instead of April 21 
as had been planned. 
For some hours early 
yesterday, controllers hadn t 
decided whether the disabled 
Odyssey would splash down in 
the Pacific or the Atlantic in 
the unfolding emergency. 
At 5:40 a.m. F.ST Tuesday 
controllers announced the 
splashdown would be at 1 p.m. 
EST in the Pacific. 
Until the news of the abort 
reached the .Iwo Jima, it had 
been steaming toward the 
programmed splashdown 
point near Christmas Island. 
It had until April 21 to get 
there after leaving Pearl 
Harbor  April 4. 
Rut Monday night, Capt. 
U'I a mi E. Kir ken in said he 
would stay in a 200-mile radius 
of Pago Pago until exact 
coordinates are determined. 
The Iwo Jima, with its 
eight helicopters is the only 
Naval vessel near the Pacific 
recovery area. Kirkemo said 
he had not received word of 
any plans to bolster the 
recovery force. 
After the Iwo Jima picks 
up the spacemen Friday, they 
will be taken by helicopter to 
Pago   Pago   in   the   Samoa 
Islands. 
Meanwhile, offers of help 
came from all over. 
Britain put its navy at the 
disposal of any rescue 
operation. Brazil alerted its 
ships and planes to stand by in 
case a rescue was mounted off 
her shores. 
Britain's huge Jodrell 
Bank telescope tracked Apollo 
13, following the faint signal of 
the moon craft, Aquarius. 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The 
court-martial of a Navy 
seaman accused of urging 
sedition and desertion opened 
yesterday with the defense 
challenging the presence of a 
naval intelligence officer on 
the seven-member court. 
Civilian lawyer David 
Rein, counsel for Seaman 
Appren. Roger Lee Priest, 
objected to the inclusion on the 
court of Capt. Wallace L. 
Russell who has been 
designated the senior member 
on the panel hearing the case. 
Rein said the nature of 
Russell's duties with the 
military intelligence com- 
mand and his views on the war 
in Vietnam "are too an- 
tagonistic to those of the ac- 
cused" to provide a basis for 
the officer to render a fair and 
impartial verdict. 
The trial is considered by 
Priest's supporters as a major 
test of constitutional rights of 
servicemen ■ 
The setting for the court- 
martial is similar to that 45 
years ago of Col. Billy Mit- 
chell in that it is being con- 
ducted in cramped quarters 
that are not easily accessible. 
But Mitchell's trial 
grew out of his criticism of the 
military establishment for 
failure to recognize the 
potential  of air  power. 
Glenn sees astronauts safe return 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API- 
Ex- Astronaut John Glenn, 
America's first man into 
space, is confident the three 
astronauts aboard troubled 
Apollo 13 will make it safely 
back to earth. 
Glenn, campaigning for 
the U.S. Senate nomination in 
Ohio, said NASA experts in 
Houston are analyzing the 
situation to assure a safe 
return. 
Glenn would not comment 
on what the flight's failure 
may do the the future of the 
space exploration program. 
He inaugurated American 
space travel in 1962. 
"The main thing now is 
getting them back," the 
balding, 48-year-old candidate 
said. "I think it's premature 
to comment on anything else. 
We don't know what hap- 
pened." 
Glenn said space ex- 
ploration "has been a risk 
right from the start." He said 
there have been several 
flights including one of his 
own, where things didn't 
operate as planned. 
He noted that the loss of 
power in the command ship 
had "drastically" cut the 
margin of error allowed. "But 
I am confident they will get 
back safely," he said. 
ATTENTION 
ALL THOSE CONCERNED 
ABOUT GOOD TEACHING 
April 21 is the  Domination deadline  for the 
Parents Club Awards 
for Distinguished Teaching. One fa c ulty member 
from each 
of the three colleges will be awarded a $1000 
prize,  This Is an 
opportunity  for  members  of  the  university 
community 
to reward excellent teaching (see yesterday'! 
BGNews 
for further detail!). 
Name of nominee _^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^_^__
-
^_^^_^^^_ 
Department A college  • 
your department 
reasons for nominating the faculty member 
date  
Applications should be mailed to: 
Roger Coate   405 Student Services Bldg. 
APPLICATIONS for 
A.W.S. STANDING COMMITTEES 
ARE AVAILABLE IN ROOM 425 
Student Services Bldg. 
DEADLINES FOR APPLICATIONS 
IS APRIL 22 
ANYONE MAY APPLY 
It's the null they add to the world ■ 
moil sipensivs perfume*. For the 
world! moil expensive women. 
It's also the name of a new group and 
a new music. Nine of the weightiest 
musicians ever together. Blowing 
a* one. 
AMBERGRIS. 
It's Larry Harlow. Jerry W.ni. 
Charlie CamiUen   Harry Max. Jimmy 
Maeulen. Billy Shay. Lewis Xahn, 
Glenn John Miller and Gil Fields. 
AMBERGRIS, 
Their collective working experience? 
Vsry deep Maynard Ferguson. 
Tkio Rodiiguei. Blood. Sweat 
6 Tears. Orchestra Harlow. 
Machito. The Latin Dimension, Lionel 
Hampton Eddie Palimen. 
AMBERGRIS. . 
It's whale rock. Young, soultul. 
spirited. Original. 
AMBERGRIS. 
It's also the name ol their first album. 
On Paramount records and tapes 
AMBERGRIS. 
Now only '3.49 
MUSIC CITY 
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Wizard of Irf 
b>"^      nbu PIPN 
possible Douglas impeachment 
by S*r*nl parksr and Johnny hart 
'T    1 v Fwnncy \ 
Zr     L       1m MM   ■ 
•u^i 
..lUi fTJULy 
V       HAVb- 
■1-lS -»*<r*-. 
Ford our/ines acfion 
30 view lineups in Yablonski case 
CANTON (API - Some 30 
federal witnesses were bused 
from Cleveland to Canton 
yesterday to begin viewing 
FBI lineups including three 
persons indicted in the slaying 
of United Mine Workers of- 
ficial Joseph A. Yablonski. 
The Stark County sheriff's 
department said the witnesses 
would individually view 
lineups including Paul E. 
Gilly, 37, his wife Annette, 29. 
and Claude E. Vealey, 26. 
three of the five persons in- 
dicted earlier on federal 
charges of conspiring to kill 
Yablonski. 
The Gillys have been held 
since shortly after their in- 
dictment in the Stark County 
jail. Vealey has been kept in 
the Summit County jail ii. 
Akron. 
Sheriff George 
Papadopulos said the lineup 
viewings would take three to 
four hours, running into the 
afternoon. 
Federal   authorities   in 
Cleveland did not identify any 
of the witnesses, but they were 
believed to have been persons 
who might have seen par- 
ticipants in the alleged 
Yablonski murder plot in 
Kentucky, Pennsylvania, 
West Virginia, Tennessee and 
southern Ohio. None were 
believed to be members or 
Water show this week 
officials of the I.'MW 
Yablonski, his wife and 
daughter were found shot to 
death Jan. 5 in their 
Clarksville, Pa., home. 
Cleveland federal grand 
jurors have contended that the 
deaths resulted from a six 
month murder plot financed 
from a fund controlled by the 
Gillys and Mrs. Gilly's father. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
House Republican Leader 
Gerald Ii Ford says an article 
published in a controversial 
magazine by Supreme Court 
Justice William 0. Douglas 
removes all doubt about the 
need for impeaching him. 
Ford, who has conducted 
an investigation of the 71-year- 
old Douglas for about seven 
months, said he plans to 
outline the results of his probe 
in a House speech today. 
He said publication of the 
article, a condensation of 
Douglas' book "Points of 
Rebellion," in Evergreen 
magazine "was the straw that 
broke the camel's back." 
"If there ever was any 
doubt about the need for 
impeachment proceedings 
against Justice Douglas, they 
were eliminated by 
publication of the April issue 
of Evergreen," the GOP 
leader said. 
In the Evergreen article, 
Douglas charges special in- 
terests bring about govern- 
ment decisions that ruin the 
environment, route freeways 
through black neighborhoods 
and make offshore oil leaks 
possible. 
"People march and protest 
but they are not heard. .." he 
wrote. 
"Violence  has  no  con- 
stitutional sanction; and 
every government from the 
beginnng has moved against 
it. 
"But when the grievances 
pile high and most of the 
elected spokesmen represent 
the Establishment, violence 
may be the only effective 
response. 
"It depends on how wise 
the Establishment is. If, with 
its stockpile of arms, it 
resolves   to   suppress   the 
dissenters, America will face, 
I fear, an awful ordeal." 
Douglas said in this book, 
his 20th, that a wholesale 
restructuring of America's 
laws is essential "if society is 
to be responsive to human 
needs." 
The poor and the disad- 
vantaged must have lawyers 
to represent them, he wrote, 
and "Laws must be revised so 
as to eliminate their present 
bias against the poor." 
"Off Shore" is the title of 
the annual water show of the 
Swan (Hub, featuring a cast of 
24 girls. The show will be held 
April 16,17, and 18 at 8:15 p.m. 
in the University Natatorium. 
The     show     is     being 




119 N. Main 
dedicated to Miss Iris An- 
drews, associate professor in 
physical education, who has 
directed the show for 25 years. 
Three solos will be 
featured, by Sandi Varga, 
Marsha Dunker. and Cindy 
Corbett. Twelve members will 
swim a precision march 
routine which won the In- 
tercollegiate Team Cham- 
pionship of Midwestern United 
States. 
Tickets' are being sold in 
the University Union and by 
Swan Club members. General 
admission is $1 for adults and 
75 cents for students on 
Thursday and Friday. All 
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-Holds Alptrt, Saturday Review 
"THE LIVELIEST 
AMERICAN 
COMEDY SO FAR 
THIS YEAR!" 
-Pauline Keel. 
The  New  Yorktr 
"THE FUNNIEST 
AND FRESH- 
EST FILM OF 
THE YEAR!" 
-McCall'i 
'A TRIUMPH FROM 
BEGINNING TO END! 
A QUARTET OF 
SPLENDID 
PERFORMANCES!" 
-Leo leirnan. Mademoiselle 
"A JUICY 
COMEDY!" 
-Wanda Hale NY DutyNews 




OF A FILM!' 





- Judith Cnst. NBC rv 
"A VERY 
BRILLIANT FILM!' 
— Bernard Drew. Gannett News Spruce 









-Richard Schickel, lilt 
SPANISH CLUB 
Will sponsor a film from 
the  Spanish  consulate at  8 
p.m. in the White Dogwood 
Suite. Union. 
IRON MEN 
Will meet at 9 p.m. in Room 
405 Student Services Bldg. 
CHESS CLUB 
Organizational   meeting 
will be held at 7 pjn. in the 
Pink Dogwood Suite, Union. 
GRADUATE 
STUDENTSENATE 




Will begin at 7 p.m. in the 
Bowling l.ines. Union. 
CAMPUSGOLD 
Will meet at 6 p.m. in the 
Taft Room, Union. 
ECONOMICS 
COMMITTEE 
Any student interested in 
becoming a member of the 
Student Committee for the 
Dept. of Economics should 




Will be held at 4 p.m in the 
Historical Suite, Union for 
those juniors interested in 
participating in the summer 
Intern Program. If unable to 
attend the meeting, contact 
NATAL* WOOD   ROBERT CULP \ BOB A CAROt A TED & ALICE , ELLIOTT GOULD 
*,tir- s* riu »u/ttsM j* iu»» intuit • feu m Otitiri mis lire*** iv«fc.ri M i i»»w« DYAN CANNON 
PIJAAM B. lUR' MUSIS ■ D>«>«« Dt MU MAAftSR* 
OPENING SOON 
Stadium Cinema I & II 
Bowling Green's New Twin Theatres 
I.D.'S CHECKED 
R-RESTRICTED NO ONE UNDER 




THE UNSPOKEN WORK 








3415 Dorr St. 
Mft-Ylfl 
% 
cftwft iiMir STM* IIMM, 
row tmULVmrn- «ir 
James Galloway, director of 
placement, in the Placement 
Office. 
STUDENT BODY ELECTION 
Petittions for student body 
election will be available 
Thursday in 405 Student 
Services Bldg. The four 
Council officers, as well as 
eight representatives, are up 
for election. 
The petitions are due 
Thursday, April 23, and the 




Charles Y. Lazarus, 
chairman and chief executive 
officer of the F. & R. Lazarus 
Co., Columbus, will appear at 
•the University today to 
discuss "The Establishment- 
Fact or Fiction?" 
The talk will begin at 4 p.m. 
in the auditorium. Education 
Bldg. 
His visit is sponsored by 
the United Christian 
Fellowship organization and 
the Department of Marketing. 
There will be an informal 
conversation hour in the 
Faculty Lounge, Union at 2 
p.m. 
PUZZLE 
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side. 













































41 Snail genus 
13 Complied. 
44 Situated. 
4li Home base. 
47 Kgg'shaiied. 
4N Exchange. 
4'.i Small bird. 
."." Celestial 
hods. 
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CRYPTOOBAM       H> Norton Rhoadim 
\C1  I Yl. v    M;nu.v       IH1TI 
ECHOS,    NCHOS    CT 
II RNCHOS. 
Yestcrday'i cryptogram: Some "country 
himipkins" later became kindly, respected 
presidents, 




Rates 140 per line per day 2 
lines minimum, average of i 
words per line 
Deadlines S pm two days 
before dale of puMiratton 
The BG News reserves the 
right to edit or reject any 
.lusiftifd advertisement 
placed. 
Printed errors which in the 
News opinion deter from the 
value ol the advertisement, 
will be rectified free of charge 
if reported in person within 44 
hours of publication 
Archery Equip -1 bows, » or 
No. JS. 3 dot. arrows Perfect 
for small name, fishing, or 
tVRCt. Contact Jay 221 Harsh- 
A 373-1370 
single.Sept 4 June 3U4M1 
Wanted Girl to share 
Valentine apt for summer 
CAIX Kathy 352-0111 after 3 
For sublease 2 bdrm furn 
apt Sumer Greenview 352- 
9337 
David You Know 1 Can't 
Hear You When the Water's 
Running" P 
Wanted-   2  or   2   girls   for 
summer apartment  352-0717 
FOR SUMMER RENT: 
bedroom furnished apt. Call 
3544171 
Needed 3 roommates tor 
summer apt Valentine apt 
650 Sixth St   352-0170 
67 Triumph IRS. wire wheels 
352-0175 afl Greenvtew 
Girl needed for apt on 
Wooster St for next year 150 
mo  372-4»i 
Shin  Diving equipment  352 
0175 M Greenview 
For Sale. Austin Healey Sprite 
fibre glass front end Triumph 
engine. 4 new tires Call Bob 
3534912 
10SI AND FOUND 
Loit: Pair of glum In Gisolo 
Tnun. Nit* H found Call Nick 
35J-J6W 
Needed 2 malce. summer. 
. new apt. air conditioning. 
ITV. reduced renl  BS-gMl 
Sublet 1 bdrm. apl summer 
Only married preferred. Call 
after 5 33M71I 
For Sale: 1968 Monarch 
Mobile Home - Gypsy Lane 
Trailer Court Call JS3-H24 
after 5 pm. 
Reward offered for the finding 
of prescription liaises Notify 
Cheryl E. Dana Phone S-440) 
Delta Gamma Hoys*. 
For Sale: I track tape player 
for car i plugs in lighten and 
home. . in EXCELLENT 
condition Only Kg I all Jeff ■MR 
leasing new apts on 8th st ft 
8th st Ml studiat (for < 
students i available for fall 
qtr Call Newlove Realty 2JJ- 
7*. 
19U buck Special  Must sell 








directories of positions All 
relevant fields. Accurate 
Current Inexpensive. In- 
formation write Sociocom. 
Box 317. Harvard Square P O . 
Cambridge. Mass 03131 
Gamma Phi's. Thanks tor the 
fine tea Friday - Phi Taus 
Tiger, congratulations on 
pledging Sig Ep It's what 
you've always wanted Love. 
Deb 
Congratulations new officers 
of Dell little Stsses Thanks to 
the Oldies for a good year 
Alpha Phi Neos - Get High for 
activation in 2525" 
John Glenn's senate campaign 
has come to BG Buttons, 
bumper stickers, etc. are 
available Those interested in 
aiding call 352-0645 af- 
ternoons 
Lost Mans gold ring Initials 
KSK on face Call 3544174. 
Reward!. 
RENTALS • SALES 
Apartment to subUa.. for 
summer. 2 bedroom, fur- 
nished  Call Dee. 344-4742 
Male roommate needed for 
spring and summer quarter. 
Varsity Square Apartments 
Call 354-7255 
Two-bedroom apartment 
available beginning summer 
quarter for 2-4 girls or 
married couple Call 3524575 
l>Mking for College students 
interested in full or part time 
summer employment in 
Northwest Ohio Excellent 
earnings, with flexible hours 
and opportunity to work part 
time during school year. Write 
Mr. Steven Watson, 7(30 Reitz 
Rd . qerrysburg. Ohio 43551 
Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi— 
Thank you very much' I love 
you all- You'll always be 
number one to me' Dick. 
For Sale 1919 Triumph Spitfire 
I Contact Bob 154-5475 
Wanted- 2 people to sublease 1 
bedroom Greenne.r apt for 
summer  Call 352-5K5. 
Rent reduced-2 bdrm. apt at 
Greenview for summer 352 
537*. 
Honda   SO  exc    mechanical 
cond   996   Phone 354-7343 
For sale Brand new en- 
cyclopedia set. O00 Call Dee 
354-4742 
Girl needs 3 roommates for 
apt in fall (155 mo i or will 
move into your apt Call Janie 
372-4021 
1999 VW fast back exc. car at 
11900 or best offer Phone 354- 
3342 after t p.m. 
For Rent New air conditioned Must  sell    97   customised 
apt to sublet for summer  9*0 corvette 490 HP   New ores, 
mo Call 352-0054 between 4 • 9 ■"■   m**»    Any   reasonable 
pm offer accepted  154-3994 
Summer rooms for Male 
students or faculty Near 
campus Mrs. Steidtmann 353- 
7574 evenings 
For Sale 9 month old Fender 
Telecaster base guitar, phone 
353-4911 between ( ft 7. 
WANTED EDUCATION 
MAJORS for special summer 
employment opportunity in 
Northwest Ohio. Write Mr 
Steven Watson. 7O0 Rem 
Road Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
PERSONALS 
ENGAGEMENT RINGS - 
custom made by Philip 
Morton, contemporary 
>eweler. 119 w  Wooster 
The Girls in No. 7. Valentine 
Apt* would like to thank 
everyone who was al the party 
Saturday night We II have to 
have another soon 
Need Nude model for 
amateur photographic work 
Sorry.Mmoney Call 372-4479 
Rock & Roll Bands for dances, 
parties, etc Contact Cliff 
Oirernan Mgr Room 201 West 
Hall O N U (344791 Ada. 
Oh 
ACTIVES - Our white formats 
are ready and so are we' 
ALPHA GAM PIJTDGES 
Suites for 1.2,3. or 4 students. 
price range from 9jM par 
month per student A up. 
Complete living facilities The 
Ross Hotel, corner of Wooster 
and Prospect now ■easing for 
summer and fall. Evenings 7- 
9. Sat  1*4 
4 or 5 people to sublease house 
near campus for summer qtr 
Call 372-3113. 
Male roommate needed for 79- 
71, Palmer Ave Apts Call 352- 
7214. 
Alpha Chi congrats to Judy L 
Eddie on that sparkling new 
diamond' 
Den - Congratulations on your 
Delt Activation It's never too 
late for something you really 
want'I'm proud of you Mary 
Delt little Sisses congratulate 
the new actives 
Male roommate  needed  for 
surnm    qtr   I 
Call 352-4397 
4 girls needed to sublet air 
cond, apt for summer dose to 
campus. Call 352-0479 
4 man apt summer air cond . 
furn., 999 mo  Valentine apts 
For Sale: 190 Chev , 4 dr.. 9 
auto reasonable condition Call 
353-3(34 5-7 p in 
Dells • you must have been 
beautiful babies; see what we 
mean Friday 
Newlove apt  to subleasfe/v 
summer 352-0172. 
Room for 2 girls 354-5473 attar 
3 39 
Zekes girls congratuUle Tom 
4 Carolyn and Tiger A Anne 
on their engagements 
Jim. Ttllman. Jeff The KD 
high sigh soars high over 
Washington DC" - Peg. 
Pam. Barb A Tmi 
Urgent Ride to and from OSU 
April 17-19 Steff 24924. 
lOSTANDFOUND 
last Black Wallet Need I D ■ 
Reward No Questions 372- 
1945 
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Center studies pollution problems 
By Damon Beck 
Staff Reporter 
The problems of our environment will not be 
solved until people change their attitudes on the 
pollution of our resources, said Dr. Raymond 
Endres. director of the Environment Studies 
Center. 
The center, an interdisciplinary research 
staff directed toward gathering information 
about the environment for private industry and 
government, is dedicated to the view that the 
future of hope must be accompanied by a com- 
mittment of the will and the exercise of reason. 
"Peop/e hove 
recognized fhere is a 
limit to resources." 
"People have recognized there is a limit to 
resources and some of them can't be replaced," 
Dr. Endres said. "Man has to find ways to use 
the environment so it is mutually beneficial to 
both parties." 
"We know the answers to the problems of 
total environment are not just in the classroom 
We have learned primarily from our young 
people that issues are important," he said. 
Although the issues were learned from the 
young, Dr. Endres does not feel the young hold 
the key to solving the problems. 
"The young ore much 
more likely to talk 
about ecology than 
thmy ore to do 
something about it." 
"A young revolutionary can rebel because he 
lives in an affluent society and he knows people 
will not let him starve," he said. 
Dr. Endres cites the population explosion as 
the major problem contributing to the en- 
vironmental crisis. 
Although the birth rate is lower in the United 
States than many parts of the world, Dr. Endres 
feels it has to be brought down if we are to sur- 
vive and the chances of a lower birth rate are 
good. 
"The majority of peoples' attitudes on family 
planning today are positive," he said. 
"Not many young 
people arm getting 
marrimd with the idea 
of having a largo 
family." 
Dr. Endres does not attribute this attitude to 
the ecology problem, but to economics. 
"Most people are worried about economics," 
he said. "They want to have a vacation every 
year, a new car every couple of years and 
enough money so they can have the other 
luxuries." 
"People limit their families so they can have 
these things," he said. 
Dr. Endres also cited the increase in con- 
sumer demand, which adds to per capita con- 
sumption, as part of the waste and pollution 
problems. 
"We are a materialistic society," he said. 
"People don't want 
an   automobile that 
could last forever." 
"People don't want an automobile that could last 
forever." 
"The mass media creates a demand for more 
power and more extras in an automobile which 
creates problems." he said. 
The blame for these extravagant consumer 
demands can not be placed on the manufac- 
turers, according to Dr. Endres. 
"If the American consumer wanted a small 
car with a small engine and was willing to pay 
for safety devices," he said, "the manufacturers 
would have to produce it to stay in competition." 
Even if the population could be kept down, 
this increase in consumer demand would cancel 
the advantage because of the per capita in- 
crease, according to Dr. Endres. 
Because of the problems of ecology the En- 
vironmental Studies Center is in the process of 
planning a program for the University. 
"We are in the beginning stages of applying 
for a planning grant to develop a program for the 
University," Dr. Endres said. "About 120 million 
is available through various sources for such 
programs." 
Because the plans are indefinite there are 
many different ideas on where the ecology 
program should be placed. 
"The ecology program might evolve around 
the proposed Little College," he said. "A great 
many new courses here will probably reflect 
ecology." 
The program could also come under the 
biology department or one of the other hard 
sciences or be integrated into many other 
departments. 
"We have a commitment to the ad- 
ministration to investigate all the possibilities," 
he said. 
"I see a nood for a 
from standing school 
for environmental 
studies ..." 
"I see a need for a free standing school for 
environmental studies but that is my personal 
opinion and not necessarily that of everyone else 
involved," he said. "My decision cannot be a 
unilateral one." 
Dr. Entires feels that if the program fell 
under an established department, it would not 
get the attention it deserves. 
"I think we could develop an interdisciplinary 
liberal arts program which would educate 
students to environmental problems," he said. 
The center is now working in areas outside of 
the University with the mayors and county 
commissioners of Wood and Lucas counties for 
solid waste management to educate officials to 
the problems and to show them ways to find a 
solution. 
The center is also working with the per- 
mission of Mayor F. Gus Skibbie to find a system 
that could take the place of the present sewage 
waste disposal system in Bowling Green. 
N.-.pSoli, by  Br.im   Sl.H. 
Dr. Raymond Endres 
: /'.'     '■ 
Cambodian leader asks for aid 
PHNOM PENH,- 
Cambodia (AP)-Premier Lon 
Nol appealed yesterday for 
outside military aid to meet 
the growing menance of Viet 
Cong attacks east, northeast 
and south of Phnom Penh. 
In a radio address that 
seemed to be addressed to the 
United States, Lon Nol said : 
"In view of the gravity of the 
present situation, the 
government considers it 
necessary to accept from this 
moment on all unconditional 
foreign aid from any source 
for the national welfare." 
As Lon Nol spoke, 
Cambodian army reverses 
were reported northeast of 
Phnom Penh and in two areas 
to the south. 
Lon Nol said the call for 
arms conformed to the 
Cambodia constitution, the 
Geneva Treaty of 1954 on In- 
dochina and in accordance 
with Cambodia's policy of 
neutrality. 
The   Soviet   Union   and 
other Communist nations had 
supplied Cambodia with arms. 
But with the overthrow of 
Prince Norodom Sihanouk as 
chief of state March 18, the 
Communist bloc has turned a 
cold shoulder to the new 
government. This leaves the 
United States and possibly 
France as the chief arms 
suppliers. 
"Against the enemy's 
rejection of all moves toward 
negotiation and before its 
willfull desire  for conquest, 
flouting all international laws, 
what is there left?" Lon Nol 
asked. 
"Defend our soil!. But we 
need more arms to assure an 
effective defense." 
But he said North Viet- 
nam and the Viet Cong 
"preferred aggression to our 
propositions for a peaceful 
solution." He called the series 
of attacks that nave been 
launched throughout Cam- 
bodia a progression from 
infiltration to open 
aggression. 
The Cambodian 35,000- 
man army is equipped from 
different sources in both 
power blocs. The situation has 
created a massive logistical 
problem. 
Canvas to acquaint citizens 
with environmental crisis 
A door-to-door canvasing of 
Bowling Green is scheduled 
Saturday to educate local 
residents to the problems of 
the environmental crisis. 
As part of the 22-day En- 
vironmental Teach-in, 
students will go into the 
community with pollution 
literature to persuade citizens 
to write their congressmen. 
"We will try to make 
people aware of the problem 
so they will take the initiative 
to write a letter," said Mark 
Stout sophomore (Ed.), 
chairman of the canvassing 
committee. 
Literature includes a list of 
pollution bills presently in 
Congress, a list of 
congressmen from this area, a 
list of quotes from President 
Nixon concerning pollution 
and a consumer fact sheet on 
detergents, noise pollution, 
pesticides, air pollution and 
the recycling of containers. 
One of the pamphlets en- 
titled "40 Ways to Depollute 
the Earth" suggests people 
stop smoking, littering, and 
use plastic bags for garbage 
instead of metal cans to cut 
noise pollution and abstain 
from using fireplaces. 
The canvas will be from 
9:30 a.m. to noon and from 
12:30 - 3 p.m. Saturday. 
Students will meet at Williams 
Hall. Anyone who wishes to 
help can sign-up at the Teach- 
in table in University Hall or 
call 2-2323. 
StedMfs demoistrote in court 
Approximately 50 students demonstrated yesterday at the 
Municipal Court in an effort to draft Judge H. Richard Dunipace 
for the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Carrying signs declaring "The court needs Dunipace" and 
Dunipace Is at least as mediocre as Carswell, "students at- 
tempted to sit in en masse court proceedings. 
However, Judge Dunipace ruled that such a large number of 
people in the courtroom would be a fire hazard, and ordered all 
students standing along the walls to leave. 
The demonstration was organized by Frank Mramor, Junior 
(B.A.). and the Friends Against Supreme Court Imbalance and 
Sovereign Mediocrity. Mramor said the rally was an attempt to 
make people aware of the Judicial inadequacies on both the 
national and local levels. 
According to one student, the demonstrators were voicing 
their disappointment in Nixon's Supreme Court nominees. 
"If mediocrity must be represented, then get Judge 
Dunipace. He's the best in America," he said. 
W« Won) You To Join Our Church 
Al An 
Ordained Minister 
And Ha-c Ih. Rank Of 
Doctor of Divinity 
•Hwll nonitrtKiuitdfoith. undanorr .national, 
with no I'Mhiiofwi docinna o> doama O"' **" 
auwiftf. church 4 *to*l. Making naw mmMkm 
who oalwrn what wa Han. Ail man ara am mad 
to than own lonvictiona. To wmk truth than ow" 
way. whatavr it mjy he. r» qwanioni aifcad At* 
•nanMar erf the chveh. you may 
1 Slan you' own church and apply lot an 
ampiiim  >>om pfoporly and  otha-  lain 
2 Pw'0"r- rnariufM. bapiram lunar an and 
a" other irnrwalattal  funct-om 
3 ( "n'v raducad 'ataa iron- nra modal ol 
i'»n»po»ial«n. aoma thaaiart. no*at. hoiali 
ate 
■ Saaa o»a<t a lamption « one ol our wort 
■nf mtawnariat Wa will (all you how 
Enctoaa • Iraa *■" donation 'or tha Mimnr i 
cradantiaH and iitanw Wa Mao MM Doctor cd 
Oiv.ntl, Dagraai W* <-a Slata Cha'tarad and your 
ojo>nat>on i iKofund Ml all SO lUtaa and mow 
Ice*" countnai HUE LIFE CHURCH 
BOX    4030.   HQilWrOOO.   FLORIDA   33071 
PETITIONS FOR   FRESHMAN 
ELECTIONS FOR A.W.S. 
ARE NOW AVAILABLE 
IN ROOM 425 
Student Services Bldg. 




PHI DELTA THETA 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
THURSDAY APRIL 16 
7-9 P.M. 
ALL MEN ARE INVITED 
RECORDING ARTISTS OF: 
"I NEED LOVING" 
"THE GRAPEVINE" GLADYS   KNIGHT 
& THE PIPS 
PLUS 
'MESSAGE TO A BLACK MAN" 
'MY DIARY" THE SPINNERS 
APRIL 24        8:30 PM 
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA 
1 MAIN STREET 
TICKETS AVAILABLE 
A BOX OFFICE   M. IS, $6 
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BG eyes league race 
By Denny White 
Sports Editor 
Apollo astronauts have 
been extremely successful 
venturing into outer space, but 
what is important now is the 
return of the Apollo XIII crew 
to earth. Bowling Green's 
baseball team faces a similar 
but less crucial challenge. 
The Falcons have compiled 
a 9-5 record against non- 
league competition and won 
seven in a row before 
yesterday's game with 
Detroit, but foremost in their 
minds now are the weekend 
dates with Mid-American 
Conference rival, Toledo. 
The 14 games behind them 
were more or less exhibition 
contests, preparing them for 
the five weekends to follow, 
each involving a three game 
series with another MAC 
member. The order is Toledo 
(H), Miami (H), Kent State 
(A), Western Michigan (A), 
Tennis team 
close to win 
One point out of a possible 
five is all the Falcon tennis 
team needs to earn a victory 
over Eastern Michigan today. 
The rain interupted match 
between the two clubs will 
resume with BG leading 4-0. A 
singles victory by either Sam 
Salisbury or Mark Goldner 
will give BG the win. 
Salisbury split his first two 
sets, 6-2 and 3-6 but is ahead 
in the third, 3-0. Goldner was a 
9-7 winner in the only set he 
played. 
Dennis Cavanaugh, Tom 
Lightvoet, Dan Ryan and 
Mike Costello have all won 
their singles matches. 
Doubles competition 
follows the completion of the 
individual matches. 
Cavanaugh and Ughtvoet will 
pair up against Eastern's 
number one and two players 
while Costello and Salisbury 
test the men in the third and 
fourth positions. The victors 
fifth and sixth men face 
Golener and Ryan. 
The match will be finished 
at the tennis courts by the Ice 
Arena beginning at 3:30. 
and defending champion Ohio 
University (H). 
To accomplish their goal of 
a Mid-Am title, the players 
and coaches know the pitching 
above all else must be con- 
sistently strong. The men on 
the mound made the dif- 
ference when BG won the 
Alabama Classic, and in the 
three games since that 
championship, only five runs 
have been allowed. 
Senior Bill Grein, a south- 
paw, and Doug Bair, a sur- 
prise starter, have won five 
games between them, been 
involved in all three shutouts 
and hurled the only complete 
games (4) so far. 
Grein represents the only 
veteran left-hander, but coach 
Dick Young was pleased with 
the performances of lefties 
Ijrry Marshall and Dave 
Meites in  relief  during  the 
spring tour. 
Two right handers who will 
have to have even better 
winning records than last year 
are Terry Bork (S-3) and Ron 
Wellman (6-2). Improvement 
will be needed from Bork, who 
has lost two starts already, 
while Wellman must try to 
avoid a recurrence of a 
shoulder injury. 
Bolstering the staff and 
capable of cracking the 
starting rotation, not yet 
determined, are Tom Sch- 
weitzer, Britt Raburn, 
sophomore Jim Meerpohl and 
Doug Hewer, a standout two 
years ago. 
The pitchers will be "In 
good hands" again this season 
with Bruce Rasor catching, 
guarding the plate and 
scampering up the line to back 
up throws to first base. The 6' 
1". 185 lb. junior is not batting 
his weight and is swinging 
three spots below the clean-up 
position but Bruce's deter- 
mination to excel should start 
taking effect soon. 
The infield is solid with 
four veterans filling the gaps, 
all contributors to the 
Falcons' sixth place ranking 
in the nation on defense last 
season. 
Second baseman John 
Knox is usually publicized as 
an All-American candidate 
and his all-around excellence 
is being shown already. John 
is hitting .362 with the most 
hits (17) and home runs (4), 
despite being leadoff batter, 
and has comitted only two 
errors. 
His double play partner 
through four years here and 
summer baseball, Mel Kar- 
nehm, gives the Falcons one of 
the best double play com- 
binations around. Karnehm is 
expected to hike his current 
average (.225) too. 
The other starters are all 
hitting above .300 or better, 
with the exception of first 
baseman Bob Hill, who has 
made up for a .184 average by 
clubbing four homers and 
driving in 13 runs. 
Joe Chirko, a pitcher last 
year and Tim Pettorini, the 
only starting freshman are 
both batting .400 and pacing a 
team averaging eight runs a 
game. Third baseman, Mike 
Harris, and left fielder Greg 
Wylie are the other leading 
hitters in the lineup, batting 
.370 and .300 respectively. 
Along with that consistent 
good pitching, BG needs depth 
to challenge OU, Miami and 
Western for the title. 
With Ed Platzer pinch- 
hitting or filling in defen- 
sively, the Falcons appear 
capable. So, bring on the 
Rockets and the rest. HOME RUN leaders Bob Hill (foreground) and John Knox, with four homers 
apiece, set up defensively at first and second base, giving BG a strong right side 
infield alignment. 
Folcons drop 
Close COltOSf liCrM" "or,i«    Athletes of the week 
Nawspboto by Kit' Bnlmdr 
DIVING EFFORT by a Findlay second baseman Is not enough to keep the 
Falcons' leading hitter, Joe Chirko (.400), from beating out an infield hit to first 
base roach* Ron Wellman's approval. 
The Bowling Green 
baseball team lost a tough 
game yesterday afternoon to 
Detroit 3-2. The Falcons had 
only two hits in the contest 
both by shortstop Mel Kar- 
nehm. 
BG opened the scoring in 
the second inning with a run 
and both teams scored in the 
fifth inning. The Falcons held 
that 2-1 advantage until the 
bottom of the seventh when 
Detroit went ahead to stay 3-2. 
They scored their two runs 
with the benefit of four hits. 
Detroit had a total of 10 base 
knocks in the game. 
Ron Wellman was the 
losing pitcher for BG. He went 
the first six and two-thirds 
innings striking out seven and 
walking five. 
The next games for 
Bowling Green will be a three 
game set against MAC-foe 
Toledo this weekend at home. 
BG is now 8-6 on of the year. 
Lacrosse scoring after three 
games... 
PLAYER Goals Tota 
Sarhse 7 11 
Correll 9 9 
Dohms 2 9 
Zimmerman 6 8 
Curtis 3 
.? 
Glarrusso 2 2 
Elsmo 2 2 
llci/cliilini 0 2 
Zanfardlno 1 1 
Ueberfarb 1 1 
Vereb 0 1 
Cameron 0 1 
<? 
spons 
Top scorers pace wins 
The Falconscould almost do no wrong this past weekend as 
they came through with strong individual performances to led 
BG to wins in baseball, lacrosse and track. 
For the baseball team. Bob Hill, the Big first baseman led 
the way with his bat. In the first weekend contest. Hill hit his 
fourth home run of the season in the first inning with a team- 
mate aboard. In the second game against Notre Dame, Hill 
again had two RBI's with a single to short right field. 
For the season Hill is hitting .184 with seven hits in 38 at 
bats. Four of his seven hits have been homers and he has driven 
in 13 runs. Also Hill has helped the Falcons defensively 
comitting only one error in 13 games. 
In lacrosse Steve Sachse, picked up the scoring slack 
created by the injury to John Dohms. Sachse scored four times 
and assisted once in leding the Falcons to a 12-3 win over Wit- 
tenberg. For the year Sachse is the leading scorer with seven 
goals and four assists, for 11 points. The lacrosse team is 3-0 for 
the season. 
On the track, Dave Wootle was again a victor this time in the 
OU relays. He anchored the four-mile relay team that ran to 
victory. Wottle ran his mile leg in 4:05.4 his best time ever. He 
also won the mile run later with a 4:18.0 clocking. 
For the golfers, the weekend was almost a lost cause as they 
finished 15th in the 16 team Ohio State Invitational. John An- 
derson of BG finished 20th out of 96 participants for the Falcons 
best individual performance. 
Rebuilding year not in Falcon football coaches vocabulary 
By Jack Carle 
Assistant Sports Editor 
To rebuild is the problem 
but how is the question for the 
Bowling Green football 
Falcons. 
At least it seems that way 
but coach Don Nehlen has 
different thoughts on the 
matter. 
"It would look like a 
rebuilding year on paper but 
here at Bowling Green we 
don't like to think that way," 
said Nehlen. 
There seems to be three 
objectives for the Falcons this 
season. One would be to fill 
one or two defensive holes, 
and another to find 
replacements for receivers 
Bob Zimpfer and Fred 
Mathews. Also BG will be 
trying to establish depth at all 
other positions. 
The main position changes 
occured on the offensive line 
where Dave Finley, one of the 
tri-captains, has been swit- 
ched from strong guard to 
quick guard. Bill Roeder has 
been changed to strong guard 
from the quick guard spot. 
Also on the offensive line 
Dennis Maupin has been 
moved from being the third 
guard last season to the 
starting center spot. 
Joe   Shocklee   and   Tony 
Kijanko seem to be the main 
men for  the tackle spots. 
Shocklee was out part of last 
year with a broken leg. 
The other position change 
has Larran Meador moving 
from offensive tackle to 
defensive tackle. Meador, 
Jack McKenzie, and Larry 
Witherspoon are expected to 
battle for the two starting 
tackle positions. 
On the receiving end of 
record-setting quarterback's 
Vem Wireman's passes will 
be several new faces for 
Bowling Green. Nehlen in- 
dicated that Bill Fisher, la a 
promising wing back.    He is 
one of a few sophomores 
starting during the spring 
practices. 
Also   competing   for   the 
wingback and wide receiver 
positionsare Mike Pillar, Dave 
Eberhart and Mark Beach. 
Nehlen indicated that all four 
of   these   receivers   have 
• pleased him. 
The other two backfield 
spots are up for grabs. 
"There is a real battle 
going on between Fields and 
Wright for fullback." said 
Nehlen. Both Jerry Fields and 
Issac Wright had experience 
running in the Falcon back- 
field last season. 
At the tail back slot Julius 
Uvas is back.     Livas  was 
injured in pre-season drills 
last year and now is almost 
fully recovered from a knee 
operation. Jim Meeker, last- 
year a part-time starter at 
tailback, is still at that 
position. 
Nehlen indicated that there 
would probably be a 50 per 
cent change la in the offense 
players next 
But on defensive there is 
expected to be a 60 per cent. 
Phil Villapiano and Bob 
Simmons are expected to be 
the main clogs on defensive 
side for BG. 
Villapiano, a tri-captain, 
will be at one defensive end 
while  Ferdie   Stockard  and 
Fred Sturt will battle for the 
other end position. 
Right now, with Meador, 
McKenzie and Witherspoon at 
tackles the middle guard is 
Rich Duetemeyer. 
Duetemeyer was a part- 
time performer at line-backer 
but has been moved to middle 
guard to replace all- 
everything Joe Green. 
Simmons will be at one 
linebacker position with Earl 
Hargrove and Tom Merlitti 
competing for starting roles at 
the other linebacking spots. 
Larry Kelly and Bill 
Deming return in the defen- 
sive backfield. Defensive 
back Joe Kettle will be at one 
defensive back spot while Art 
Curtis is the top choice to take 
over the monster back 
position.   However, Curtis is 
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NEW FACES are evident In a recent spring football Intrasquad scrimmage as Bowling 
Green faces what might be caHrd a "rebuilding year." Looking for running room Is Julius Uvas (M) who sat oat last season with a knee Injury while Frank Allen («), Jim Lem- merman (JJ(, Mark Vanderpaol (14) and Chuck Beany |5C i pursue the tricky tailback. 
now playing lacrosse. 
While the NCAA has 
allowed the college football 
teams to increase their 
schedules to 11 games the 
Falcons have dropped their 
schedule to nine contests. 
Northern Illinois has been 
elimated from the BG 
schedule. 
In addition to the Mid- 
American Conference games, 
Bowling Green has games 
outside the conference with 
Utah State. Dayton and West 
Texas State. 
"That schedule is killing 
me," Nehlen commented. 
"We dropped Northern 
Illinois, a team you think you 
have a good chance to beat. 
I'll tell you it's gonna be tough 
keeping our heads above 
water." 
On the recruiting end 
Nehlen has had 44 players sign 
MAC letters of intent to come 
to Bowling Green. This only 
means that these boys can not 
go to any other school in the 
MAC except BG. The latest to 
do this was Greg Weber of 
Rossford. Weber led Rossford 
to the finals of the Class AA 
basketball tournament in 
March. The letter-of-in tent he 
signed   also   applies   for 
basketball 
However, the main letter- 
of-intent is the national letter 
of intent that is signed on or 
after May 21. Then the high 
school player must go with the 
school he has signed with. 
Until then players who have 
signed with BG in a MAC 
letter of intent can sign with 
other schools outside the 
c< ference. Nehlen indicated 
that 17 of the 44 who have 
signed with BG have signed 
with other schools outside the 
MAC. 
For the MAC conference 
race, on paper at least, it 
seems that Toledo has the 
edge. One good thought for 
Bowling Green fans, Ken 
Crots Toledo's placekicker 
has graduated. 
